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which is unparallel in any other ancient literature. We do not have the

exact Bible as it came from God preserved absolutely without error. Our occasional

minor error has been crept in, but we are close to it, so close to it, and so

when we find a truth taught in two places in the Word of God ive can stand
say this

upon it, an4/without a shadow of x doubt that ±çts definitely a part of what God
people

revealed to His pqdod/in ithe ancient times. There is a very unfortunate
second

sMx statement in the 'olumn of the Introduction where it says that the
sinful

Bible "inspired some of the most heroic and some of the most ./. episode

in history." It is certainly true that the Bible has inspired many most heroic

episodes in history. The statement, however, that the Bible has inspired

sinful spisodes is quite,%ithout foundation. How could God's 1xc Word inspire

sinful episodes? Wicked man ma; misinterpret Gods Word and may proceed

to do what is wrong as a result of something that they read into the Word, of God.

Even such incidences, however, x have been few indeed. It is certainly not

true to say that it has inspired some of the most sinful episodes in history.

Furthermore, if a man with a wicked ( heart hunts through )'( the Bible to find a text

to support what he says, this is certainly no proof that the Bible has inspired

him in seeing what he did. It is the sin of the human heart that leads him to

There is only one way to cure sin. That is the way t1 t is given in the Bible.

It is salvation through Jesus Christ which is known only through the Bible.

WI±K Without it we couki know nothing about it. It is only this way that we can

get victory lczbtx over sin. It is truly terrifying to think that a book should

have been distributed all through America which would say that the Bible has

inspired "some of the most sinful episodes in history."




1
In the same second column of the Introduction to the issue of the Life

it says that the Bible has "internal contradictions and crudities." What a terrible
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